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This paper investigates the criteria for deciding whether two words are matrix equivalent.
Certain upper diagonal matrices, generally referred to as the Parikh matrices, have been
widely investigated because of their usefulness in computing the numbers of subword
occurrences and thereby characterizingwords by numbers. However, apart from the binary
alphabet, not much is known about the properties of the matrix equivalent words, that is,
words possessing the samematrix. The paper investigates both the general criteria, as well
as the criteria valid in natural special cases. An exhaustive solution is obtained for ternary
alphabets.
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1. Introduction
A word w can be at least partially characterized by many numerical parameters. Its length |w| gives some information
about w. Much more information is obtained if one knows the number of occurrences of each of some selected words
u1, . . . , un as a (scattered) subword of w. The well-known Parikh vector gives this information in the case where the set
of words ui equals the alphabet under consideration.
A further step was taken by the introduction of the Parikh matrix in [9]. If we are dealing with the (ordered) alphabet
Σk = {a1, . . . , ak}, the Parikh matrix Ψk(w) associated to a wordw tells us the number of occurrences of each factor of the
word a1 . . . ak as a subword ofw. In particular, the Parikh vector ofw appears as the second diagonal of the matrix Ψk(w).
The Parikh matrix Ψk(w) does not, in general, determine a unique word. Words having the same matrix constitute the
class ofM-equivalent or amiablewords. Such classes have many interesting properties investigated in this paper.
We restrict in this paper the attention to the Parikh matrices introduced in [9]. Thereby the subwords considered
constitute the set of factors of the word a1 . . . ak. A generalized version was introduced in [21]: instead of the word a1 . . . ak
one considers an arbitrary word u. The generalized Parikh matrix associated to w tells the number of occurrences of each
factor of u as a subword ofw. By a suitable choice of u, one can select any words u1, . . . , un to be words whose occurrences
as subwords are considered. Still the generalized matrices possess the desirable morphic property of the original Parikh
matrices: thematrix for aword is obtained bymultiplying thematrices for the letters. The price one pays is in the dimension
of the matrices. It has also been shown in [22] that any generalized Parikh matrix is a Parikh matrix over a bigger alphabet.
The approaches in [5,3] present further variants of Parikh matrices. The study of subword histories, [10,15,18,19],
generalizes the number of occurrences by introducing the operations. Interesting connections to functional equations have
recently been exhibited in [7].
A brief overview on the contents of this paper follows. The next section presents the formal definitions of a Parikhmatrix,
M-ambiguity and M-equivalence, as well as the related material. Section 3 introduces the notion of elementary matrix
equivalence, or ME-equivalence, and the related notion of proper M-ambiguity. The relation between M-equivalence and
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ME-equivalence is investigated in Section 5, where also a very relevant conjecture is presented. Section 4 is devoted to a
special class of criteria forM-equivalence, applicable for any alphabet, whereas Section 6 solves theM-equivalence problem
and presents a method of finding all wordsM-equivalent to a given word in the case of ternary alphabets.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of formal languages. Whenever necessary, [12] may be consulted.
As customary, we use small letters from the beginning of the English alphabet a, b, c, d, possibly with indices, to denote
letters of our formal alphabetΣ . Words are usually denoted by small letters from the end of the English alphabet. The empty
word is denoted by λ. The length andmirror image of a wordw are denoted by |w| andmi(w), respectively.
2. Formal definitions about subword occurrences
In this article, u being a subword ofwmeans thatw, as a sequence of letters, contains u as a subsequence. More formally,
there exist words x1, . . . , xk and y0, . . . , yk, some of them possibly empty, such that
u = x1 . . . xk and w = y0x1y1 . . . xkyk.
We also consider factors u of a word w: u is a factor of w if there are words x and y such that w = xuy. Throughout this
article, we understand the subwords and factors in this way. The notation used throughout the article is |w|u, the number
of occurrences of the word u as a subword of the wordw. (We assume thatw is not the empty word.) Let us make this clear.
Assume that u occurs r times as a subword of w, |w|u = r. Occurrences can be viewed as vectors. If |u| = t , each
occurrence of u inw can be identified as the t-tuple (i1, . . . , it) of increasing positive integers, where for 1 ≤ j ≤ t, the jth
letter of u is the ijth letter ofw. The 8 occurrences of u = aba inw = abacaaba are
(1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 5), (1, 2, 6), (1, 2, 8), (1, 7, 8), (3, 7, 8), (5, 7, 8), (6, 7, 8).
Clearly, |w|u = 0 if |w| < |u|.We also agree that, for any w and the empty word λ, |w|λ = 1.We also want to point out
that in [6] the number |w|u is denoted as a binomial coefficient, the notation being very natural for words over one letter.
In what followswe consider upper triangular squarematrices, with nonnegative integer entries, 1’s on themain diagonal
and 0’s below it. The set of all such matrices is denoted byM, and the subset of all matrices of dimension k ≥ 1 is denoted
byMk. We are now ready for the basic definition.
Definition 1. LetΣk = {a1, . . . , ak} be an alphabet. The Parikh matrix mapping, denoted Ψk, is the morphism:
Ψk : Σ∗k →Mk+1,
defined by the following condition. Let 1 ≤ q ≤ k. If Ψk(aq) = (mi,j)1≤i,j≤(k+1), then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ (k + 1), mi,i = 1,
mq,q+1 = 1, all other elements of the matrix Ψk(aq) being 0. (The operation onMk+1 is the matrix multiplication.) Matrices
of the form Ψk(w), w ∈ Σ∗k , are referred to as Parikh matrices.
Observe that when defining the Parikh matrix mapping we have, similarly as when defining the Parikh vector, in mind a
specific ordering of the alphabet. If we consider letters without numerical indices, we assume the alphabetic ordering in the
definition of the Parikh matrices. The following theorem, [9], characterizes the entries of a Parikh matrix. For the alphabet
Σk = {a1, . . . , ak}, we denote by ai,j the word aiai+1 . . . aj, where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k.
Theorem 1. ConsiderΣk = {a1, . . . , ak} andw ∈ Σ∗k . The matrix ΨMk(w) = (mi,j)1≤i,j≤(k+1), has the following properties:
• mi,j = 0, for all 1 ≤ j < i ≤ (k+ 1),• mi,i = 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ (k+ 1),• mi,j+1 = |w|ai,j , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k.
The following examplewill be significant in Section 4. According to Theorem 1, both of thewords (parentheses are added
for clarity)
(abcde)(bcdea)(cdeab)(deabc)(eabcd), (bcdea)(cdeab)(deabc)(eabcd)(abcde)
have the Parikh matrix
1 5 14 28 42 42
0 1 5 14 28 42
0 0 1 5 14 28
0 0 0 1 5 14
0 0 0 0 1 5
0 0 0 0 0 1
 .
The twowords areM-equivalent (we use also the termmatrix equivalent in the sequel) according to the following general
definition.
Definition 2. LetΣk and Ψk be as in Definition 1. Two wordsw1, w2 ∈ Σ∗k are termedM-equivalent, in symbolsw1 ≡M w2,
if Ψk(w1) = Ψk(w2). A wordw ∈ Σ∗k is termedM-unambiguous if there is no wordw′ 6= w such thatw ≡M w′. Otherwise,
w is termed M-ambiguous. If w ∈ Σ∗k is M-unambiguous (resp. M-ambiguous), then also the Parikh matrix Ψk(w) is called
unambiguous (resp. ambiguous).
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3. M-equivalence and elementaryM-equivalence
There is an extensive literature concerningM-equivalence, see [2,4,8,13,14,16,24] and their references. Recently a unique
word has also been associated to each Parikh matrix, [17,20]. The set of M-unambiguous words has been characterized if
the alphabet consists of two or three letters. For three letters, the situation is rather complicated, [22], but for two letters
the following simple result holds, [8,11,13].
Theorem 2. A wordw ∈ {a, b}∗ is M-ambiguous if and only ifw has the factors ab and ba in non-overlapping positions.
We present here a nondeterministic automaton accepting the set of M-unambiguous words. All states are both initial
and final.
b
a
b
a
ab
a
b
a
b a
b
It is important to realize that, when dealing withM-equivalence, we only have to worry about the occurrences of factors
of the word a1 . . . ak as the subwords of the words considered. Thus, ac and ca can be swapped if we are dealing with the
ternary alphabet {a, b, c}. It is clear that abcaaabb ≡M abaaacbb. We call the following two rules E1 and E2, for showing the
M-equivalence of words, elementary. The rules are basic for characterizing theM-equivalent words. In [2] theywere claimed
to provide an exhaustive characterization. However, this is not the case, [23,20].
Rule E1. Consider the alphabetΣk = {a1, . . . , ak}. If the factor aiai+j, 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 2, 2 ≤ j ≤ k− i, is replaced by the factor
ai+jai, or vice versa, in a wordw, then anM-equivalent word results.
Rule E2. Consider the alphabetΣk = {a1, . . . , ak} and the words
w1 = xaiai+1yai+1aiz and w2 = xai+1aiyaiai+1z,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1 and x, y, z ∈ Σ∗k . If |y|ai−1 = |y|ai+2 = 0, thenw1 ≡M w2.
The validity of both rules is obvious. Indeed, the number of occurrences of each factor of the word a1 . . . ak remains
unaltered when the rules are applied. It is also obvious that, for a binary alphabet, the condition concerning the word y is
always satisfied. We are now ready for a basic definition.
Definition 3. Thewordsw,w′ ∈ Σ∗k are elementarily matrix equivalent, ME-equivalent, in symbolsw ≡ME w′, if one of them
results from the other by (finitely many) applications of Rule E1 and Rule E2. A word w isME-ambiguous if there is a word
w′ 6= w such that w ≡ME w′. If no such word w′ exists, the word w is ME-unambiguous. An M-ambiguous word is called
properly M-ambiguous if it isME-unambiguous.
It is clear that the relation≡ME is indeed an equivalence relation refining the equivalence≡M . The following theorem is
a reformulation of well-known results, [1,2,8,11,22].
Theorem 3. Consider a binary alphabet, k = 2. Then two words are ME-equivalent if and only if they are M-equivalent. Given
a word w, any M-equivalent word w′ is obtained from w by (finitely many) applications of Rule E2. There are no properly M-
ambiguous words.
If k ≥ 3, the situation is entirely different from Theorem 3. Consider the word abcbabcbabcbab important in the
considerations of [23]. Clearly it is ME-unambiguous because neither one of the Rules E1 and E2 is applicable. However,
it is properlyM-ambiguous because, for instance,
abcbabcbabcbab ≡M bacabbcabbcbba ≡M acbbabbcbcaabb.
The latter two words give rise to numerousME-equivalent words, the Parikh matrix in all cases being1 4 16 140 1 7 90 0 1 3
0 0 0 1
 .
This does not exhaust allM-equivalent words, as will be seen in Section 6.
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A notion important in connection withM-equivalence is the notion of a print introduced and investigated in [22,23]. By
definition,w′ is the print ofw ifw′ results fromw by replacing every factor ai, i > 1,with a. (Here a is a letter.) For instance,
the print of c6a2c2ab3abc7 is cacababc.
It was shown in [23] that, for each alphabet, every word whose print is sufficiently long isM-ambiguous. Here the bound
depends on the cardinality of the alphabet. The following theorem is an immediate corollary of this result.
Theorem 4. Consider the alphabetΣk = {a1, . . . , ak}, k ≥ 3. There is an integer n(k) such that every factor of length≥ n(k) of
the infinite word (a2a3 . . . aka1)ω is properly M-ambiguous.
In many cases the elementary rules E1 and E2 are sufficient for showing the M-equivalence also when the alphabet is
bigger than binary. It is not difficult to see that
a2bc4d6c4ba2 ≡ME d3c4ba4bc4d3.
In fact, this is a special case of the following more general result.
Lemma 1. Consider the alphabet Σk = {a1, . . . , ak} and the integers ij ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Define w = ai11 ai22 . . . aikk . Then
wmi(w) ≡ME mi(w)w.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction on k. For the inductive step, we consider the word
wk+1 = ai11 . . . aikk aik+1k+1 .
We obtain first, by altering the middle part using Rule E2,
wk+1mi(wk+1) ≡ME ai11 . . . aik+1k+1a2ikk aik+1k+1 . . . ai11 .
Wenowuse Rule E1 to transfer the occurrences of ak+1 to the beginning and to the end of theword, afterwhich the inductive
hypothesis becomes applicable for the middle part. 
In Lemma 1 the commutation rulewmi(w) ≡ME mi(w)w holds. In fact, the following general result is easily established.
Theorem 5. Assume that x, y ∈ Σ+k . Consider the words u, v ∈ {x, y}∗ having the same Parikh vector in terms of x and y. If
xy ≡M yx (resp. xy ≡ME yx), then u ≡M v (resp. u ≡ME v).
For instance, ifw is as in Lemma 1 then, for instance,
w4mi(w)w(mi(w))3 ≡ME (wmi(w))4w.
It is an open problem to find a simple criterion for decidingwhether or not the equation xy ≡M yx holds. A direct computation
allows to see that it holds, for instance, if all diagonals parallel with themain diagonal in thematrices of x and y are constant,
that is, both matrices are of the form (we assume k = 5)
1 n1 n2 n3 n4 n5
0 1 n1 n2 n3 n4
0 0 1 n1 n2 n3
0 0 0 1 n1 n2
0 0 0 0 1 n1
0 0 0 0 0 1
 .
Remark. The following connection between the commutativity of the matrix product and relations considered in [24] was
pointed out by a referee. If we consider the Parikh matrix Mw = (aij)ij associated to a word w ∈ Σ∗, for an arbitrary entry
defined by coordinates (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k+ 1, let us denote
Lij(w) = (1, ai,i+1, . . . , ai,j), Cij(w) = (ai,j, ai+1,j, . . . , aj−1,j, 1)
This can be depicted as follows.
Mw =
j
i
Lij
Cij
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With this notation, the relationMx ·My = My ·Mx is equivalent with
(∀i, j)(1 ≤ i < j ≤ k+ 1) [Lij(x) · Cij(y) = Lij(y) · Cij(x)] .
If we consider the scalar product Lij · Cij to be a simple multiplication, this relation can be rewritten as
Lij(x)
Cij(x)
= Lij(y)
Cij(y)
,
similar to some results presented in [24]. 
If factors of the form ab and ba are swapped, small differences affect theM-equivalence. For instance, we have
abac2bababcbcab ≡M baac2ababbcbcba
but the words
abcdbabadcab and bacdababdcba
are not M-equivalent. (We have indicated by boldface the parts staying unchanged.) Facts behind this example will be
clarified in Section 6.
4. M-equivalence criteria based on circular variance
We have already considered in Section 2 the twoM-equivalent words
(abcde)(bcdea)(cdeab)(deabc)(eabcd), (bcdea)(cdeab)(deabc)(eabcd)(abcde).
Such an M-equivalence based on a circular variance of letters holds for arbitrary alphabets, the simplest example being
abba ≡M baab.
Consider the alphabetΣk = {a1, . . . , ak} and denote
α1 = a1a2 . . . ak, α2 = a2 . . . aka1, . . . , αk = aka1a2 . . . ak−1.
We also use the notations
W1 = α1α2 . . . αk, W2 = α2 . . . αkα1.
The following result was established in [20].
Theorem 6. For any k ≥ 2, the words W1 and W2 are M-equivalent.
Theorem 6 gives rise to a general M-equivalence criterion partially corresponding to Theorem 3. We do not obtain a
complete analogy because, opposed to the binary case, the resulting criteria do not suffice for deducing the arbitrary M-
equivalences. We begin with the following basic criterion.
Theorem 7. Consider the alphabet Σk and the words αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, as defined above. Moreover, let xi ∈ Σ∗k , 0 ≤ i ≤ k, be
words such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, we have xi ∈ {ai, ai+1}∗. Then
X1 = x0α1x1α2x2 . . . xk−1αkxk ≡M x0α2x1α3x2 . . . xk−2αkxk−1α1xk = X2.
Proof. Weapply Theorem6, and have to determine the possible effect of the factors xi, as regards the number of occurrences
of factors of a1 . . . ak as subwords in X1 and X2. It is clear that x0 and xk do not affect anything in this respect and can be
arbitrary.
To clarify the restrictions imposed on the other words xi, we consider the word x1. If it contains the letter a3, there would
be an occurrence of the subword a1a2a3 in X1, with no corresponding occurrence in X2. Similarly, x1 cannot contain any of
the letters ai, 3 < i ≤ k.
On the other hand, we claim that the restrictions for thewords xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k−1, guarantee that the subword occurrences
created by the words xi are equal in number in X1 and X2. (It suffices to consider factors of a1a2 . . . ak as subwords.) To prove
this claim, we begin with words with no factors xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, present, and then add the factors one at a time from left
to right. The proof is by induction, the essential tool being Theorem 6.
Thus, consider the two sequences of words
X (j)1 = x0α1 . . . xjαj+1αj+2 . . . αkxk, 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1,
X (j)2 = x0α2 . . . xjαj+2 . . . αkα1xk, 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1.
(In X (k−1)2 , the factor xk−1 is by definition between αk and α1.) Consequently,
X (0)1 = x0α1α2 . . . αkxk, X (0)2 = x0α2 . . . αkα1xk.
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We will show, by induction on j, that X (j)1 ≡M X (j)2 , for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1. Since
X1 = X (k−1)1 , X2 = X (k−1)2 ,
this proves the theorem.
The basis of induction is clear:
X (0)1 ≡M X (0)2
by Theorem 6. We assume inductively that, for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k− 1,
X (j−1)1 ≡M X (j−1)2 .
In the words X (j)i , i = 1, 2,we consider the parts left and right from the new factor xj, writing the words in the form
X (j)1 = L1xjR1, X (j)2 = L2xjR2.
Thus,
X (j−1)1 = L1R1, X (j−1)2 = L2R2.
By the inductive hypothesis we know that the subword occurrences in X (j−1)1 and X
(j−1)
2 are equal in number. (All the time
by ‘‘subword occurrences’’ we mean the occurrences of factors of a1 . . . ak as subwords.) In the transition from X
(j−1)
i to
X (j)i , i = 1, 2, new subword occurrences are created in one of the following ways.
• Take an occurrence of a suffix of a1 . . . aj−1 (as a subword) in Li, an occurrence of aj in xj and an occurrence of a prefix of
aj+1 . . . ak in Ri.• Take an occurrence of a suffix of a1 . . . aj in Li, an occurrence of aj+1 in xj and an occurrence of a prefix of aj+2 . . . ak in Ri.• Take an occurrence of a suffix of a1 . . . aj−1 in Li, single occurrences of aj and aj+1 (in this order) in xj and an occurrence
of a prefix of aj+2 . . . ak in Ri.
(The prefixes and suffixes mentioned may be empty.) To complete the induction, we have to show that the occurrences
of the suffixes mentioned are equal in number in L1 and in L2, and that the occurrences of the prefixes mentioned are equal
in number in R1 and in R2.
Consider first the prefixes, that is, the prefixes of aj+1 . . . ak and aj+2 . . . ak. The number of their occurrences does not
change if, instead of R1 and R2, we consider their projections into the alphabet {aj+1, . . . , ak}. The projections of R1 and R2
are, respectively,
(aj+1 . . . ak)(aj+2 . . . akaj+1) . . . (akaj+1 . . . ak−1)x1k
and
(aj+2 . . . akaj+1)(aj+3 . . . aj+1aj+2) . . . (aj+1 . . . ak)x1k,
where x1k is the projection of xk. By Theorem 6, applied to the alphabet {aj+1, . . . , ak}, the projections of R1 and R2 are M-
equivalent. This implies that the occurrences of all factors of the word aj+1 . . . ak, including the prefixes we are interested
in, are equal in number in the projections, and thus also in R1 and in R2.
In the proof concerning the suffixes of a1 . . . aj and a1 . . . aj−1 we use the inductive hypothesis. It can be expressed in the
form
L1R1 ≡M L2R2.
The matrix equivalence is preserved if we take the projections of both sides into the alphabet {a1 . . . aj}. This means that
each of the suffixes considered occurs equally often in the projections of L1R1 and L2R2. But the projections of R1 and R2 are
identical, both being equal to
(a1 . . . aj)k−jx2k,
where x2k is the projection of xk. Consequently, each of the suffixes considered occurs equally often in the projections of L1
and L2 and, consequently, also in L1 and in L2. This completes the induction and the proof of the theorem. 
Westill list the equivalence criteria resulting fromTheorem7 for small alphabets. Here the x’s arewords over the alphabet
in question, satisfying the restrictions given.
x0abx1bax2 ≡M x0bax1abx2,
x0abcx1bcax2cabx3 ≡M x0bcax1cabx2abcx3, |x1|c = |x2|a = 0,
x0abcdx1bcdax2cdabx3dabcx4 ≡M x0bcdax1cdabx2dabcx3abcdx4,
|x1|c = |x1|d = |x2|a = |x2|d = |x3|a = |x3|b = 0.
The five-letter alphabet was already considered above, the conditions for the intermediate letters being
x1 ∈ {a, b}∗, x2 ∈ {b, c}∗, x3 ∈ {c, d}∗, x4 ∈ {d, e}∗.
Circular variance can also take place over a subset of the whole alphabet, provided that the letters circulated are
consecutive in the ordering. This can be stated as the following general result. (Theorem 7 results from Theorem 8 by
choosing l = 0, m = k.)
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Theorem 8. Consider the alphabetΣk = {a1, . . . , ak}. Assume that l and m are integers satisfying the conditions 0 ≤ l ≤ k− 2
and 2 ≤ m ≤ k− l. LetΣC be the (possibly empty) subset ofΣk containing none of the letters ai, l ≤ i ≤ l+m+ 1. Finally, let
x0, xm ∈ Σ∗k be arbitrary and let xi ∈ Σ∗k , 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, be words satisfying
xi ∈ ({al+i, al+i+1} ∪ΣC )∗.
Then the two words
W1 = x0al+1al+2 . . . al+mx1al+2 . . . al+mal+1x2 . . . xm−1al+mal+1 . . . al+m−1xm
and
W2 = x0al+2 . . . al+mal+1x1al+3 . . . al+1al+2x2 . . . xm−1al+1al+2 . . . al+mxm
are M-equivalent.
Proof. The theorem can be established by applying Theorem 7 to the alphabet {al+1, . . . , al+m}. Indeed, by the choice of the
alphabetΣC , the additional letters eventually occurring in the words xi are ‘‘harmless" in the sense that they cannot create a
different number of occurrences of any subword y inW1 andW2. (Again, we are interested only in the subwords y significant
for the matrix’s equivalence.) 
5. ME-equivalence classes within anM-equivalence class
We begin with an example where we also consider a simple method of finding all the words M-equivalent to a given
word in a three-letter alphabet. It is easy to see that the method is generally valid. However, the worst-case complexity is
exponential. This is due to the fact that theremay be exponentially manywords x resulting from the first step of themethod
below. See [20] for further details.
In the preceding section, the wordw = abcbcacabwas one of the bases of circular variance. We have
|w|a = |w|b = |w|c = 3, |w|ab = |w|bc = |w|abc = 5.
To find all wordsM-equivalent tow = abcbcacab, we first construct all words x satisfying the equations
|x|a = |x|b = 3, |x|ab = 5.
Considering the number of b’s to the right of the three occurrences of a, we obtain the possibilities 3+2+0, 3+1+1, 2+
2+ 1, giving rise to the words x:
x1 = ababba, x2 = abbaab, x3 = baabab.
In these words we insert the letter c in the possible four positions. (Since we are interested in theM-equivalence, only the
position with respect to bmatters.) In the following three tables, one for each xi, the first line indicates the position of c , and
the second (resp. the third) line the number of occurrences of the subword bc (resp. abc) in the resulting word.
c : 0 1 2 3
bc : 0 1 2 3
abc : 0 1 3 5
,
c : 0 1 2 3
bc : 0 1 2 3
abc : 0 1 2 5
,
c : 0 1 2 3
bc : 0 1 2 3
abc : 0 0 2 5
.
For each table, we now look for three columns (marking the positions of the three occurrences of c) such that the sum of
the numbers in the second row, as well as the sum of the numbers in the third row, equals 5. (This is in accordance with
the equations |x|bc = |x|abc = 5. The same column may be chosen more than once.) The columns 1, 2, 2 in the table for x2,
and the columns 1, 1, 3 in the table for x3 are the only solutions. This gives rise to the words abcbcacab and bcacababc. We
conclude that all the words equivalent to our originalw are obtained from these two words by interchanging the factors ac
and ca. The two words are notME-equivalent. This follows because the rule E2 is not applicable to any word obtained from
abcbcacab using the rule E1.
We now investigate ME-equivalence classes within an M-equivalence class. Consider a word w ∈ Σ∗k and the matrix
Mw = Ψk(w).We denote by
CM(w) ⊆ Σ∗k
the class ofwordsM-equivalent tow, that is, possessing thematrixMw. The class can be divided intoME-equivalence classes
that we denote CME i:
CM(w) =
t⋃
i=1
CME i.
Lemma 2. For binary alphabets (k = 2), the number t of CME classes within a CM class equals always 1, and the ME-class is
not a singleton if and only if w satisfies the condition of Theorem 2. If k ≥ 3 and w is properly ambiguous, the number t ≥ 2 is
always finite but can be arbitrarily large.
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Proof. The proof follows almost directly from the definitions and Theorem 2. In particular, the number t can be arbitrarily
large whenever k ≥ 3. Indeed, choose
x = abcbcacab, x′ = bcacababc.
Then, for any n, no two of theM-equivalent words
x′xn, xx′xn−1, . . . , xnx′
areME-equivalent. 
Lemma 2 settles the connection between the equivalence classesCM andCME in the case of binary alphabets. Then the
number ofCME classes within aCM class always equals 1. The following result concerns the bigger alphabets and contains
further results about the cardinalities of the classes.
Lemma 3. Let k and t be as in Lemma 2. If k ≥ 3, then both of the following possibilities may occur.
1. t ≥ 2 and there is no singleton among the CME classes.
2. t ≥ 2 and there is exactly one singleton among the CME classes.
Proof. The first example needed was already given at the beginning of this section, the second will be given in the next
section. 
Lemma 3 leaves open the possibility of there being more than one singleton among the CME classes. This is never the
case if the following conjecture holds true. The conjecture also implies that two properly M-ambiguous words are never
M-equivalent.
Conjecture 1. Assume that x is properly M-ambiguous and that x′ is M-equivalent but not ME-equivalent to x. Then there is a
word x′′ 6= x′ such that x′′ ≡ME x′.
Conjecture 1 seems to be closely related to the following conjecture, [22,23,20].
Conjecture 2. If a word is M-unambiguous, so is its print.
6. M-equivalence in ternary alphabets
We present in this section an exhaustive characterization ofM-equivalence for words over the ternary alphabet {a, b, c}.
The essential tool is an extension of the Rule E2.
The following lemma is implicit in [22]. The proof is easy: one only has to observe which occurrences of the subword abc
are affected by the swapping performed.
Lemma 4. Consider words w = x0abx1bax2 and w′ = x0bax1abx2 in {a, b, c}∗, and assume that x0, x1, x2 ∈ {a, b, c}∗ and,
furthermore, |x1|c = n ≥ 0. Then
|w′|abc = |w|abc − n.
This equation also holds under the assumptions
w = x0cbx1bcx2, w′ = x0bcx1cb2, |x1|a = n.
The following definition is motivated by Lemma 4.
Definition 4. Let w and w′ be as in Lemma 4 (either one of the two alternatives). Then we say that w is transformed to w′
with the counter−n, in the symbolsw⇒−n w′, and thatw′ is transformed towwith the counter n, in the symbolsw′ ⇒n w.
If a word u′ is obtained from a word u by changing a factor ac to ca, or vice versa, we write u⇒0 u′.
The following definition combines for the ternary alphabets the effects of the Rules E1 and E2, as well as provides the
additional information needed in the ternary case.
Definition 5. Assume that w and w′ are words over the alphabet {a, b, c} such that there is a sequence of r ≥ 0 words
u1, . . . , ur satisfying, for some integers ni,
w⇒n1 u1 ⇒n2 . . .⇒nr ur ⇒nr+1 w′,
r+1∑
i=1
ni = 0.
Thenw andw′ are almost elementarily matrix equivalent, in symbolsw ≡MAE w′.
It is clear that≡MAE is an equivalence relation. In particular, we can reverse the arrows in the sequence above if we change
the sign of each counter. The sum of the counters still equals 0.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4. It is obvious that under the transformations the number
of occurrences of each of the subwords a, b, c, ab, bc remains unaltered. By Theorem 1 we only have to worry about the
number of occurrences of the subword abc. By Lemma 4 and the sum condition in Definition 5, this number remains
unaltered in the transition fromw tow′.
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Lemma 5. If two words are almost elementarily matrix equivalent, they are matrix equivalent.
To prove the converse, we still need the following simple result.
Lemma 6. Assume that w and w′ are matrix equivalent words over the ternary alphabet and that there is a sequence of words
u1, . . . , ur , r ≥ 0, and integers ni such that
w⇒n1 u1 ⇒n2 . . .⇒nr ur ⇒nr+1 w′.
Then
r+1∑
i=1
ni = 0.
Proof. Since w ≡M w′, we have |w|abc = |w′|abc . By Lemma 4, this is possible only if the counters of the transformations
cancel each other, that is,
∑r+1
i=1 ni = 0. 
Theorem 9. Assume thatw,w′ ∈ {a, b, c}∗. Thenw ≡M w′ if and only ifw ≡MAE w′.
Proof. By Lemma 5, it suffices to prove the ‘‘only if" part. Assume thatw ≡M w′. We first swap factors ab and ba, to obtain
fromw a wordw1 such that the projections ofw1 andw′ into {a, b}∗ coincide. This operation does not affect the projections
of the words into {b, c}∗. Whenever needed, we swap the factors ac and ca which, according to Definition 4, is formally
obtained by steps in the sequence, each of which has the counter 0. This gives rise to a sequence of words ui and numbers
mi such that
w⇒m1 u1 ⇒m2 . . .⇒mr w1.
Next we continue from w1, swapping factors bc and cb until we get a word whose projection into {b, c}∗ equals that of w′.
(Again, projections of the words into {a, b}∗ remain unchanged.) Altogether, by still swapping factors ac and ca if needed,
we obtain a sequence
w⇒m1 u1 ⇒m2 . . .⇒mr w1 ⇒mr+1 ur+1 ⇒mr+2 . . .⇒mr+s w′.
By Lemma 6, we have
∑r+s
i=1 mi = 0 and, hencew ≡MAE w′. 
We still return to the properlyM-ambiguous wordw = abcbabcbabcbab considered after Theorem 3. We will construct
the ME-equivalence classes within the M-equivalence class determined by w. We first use the method presented at the
beginning of the preceding section, to find all words x M-equivalent tow. The relevant data are:
|x|a = 4, |x|b = 7, |x|c = 3, |x|ab = 16, |x|bc = 9, |x|abc = 14.
It is now better to start with the projections into {b, c}∗, by counting the number of b’s preceding the three c ’s:
0+ 2+ 7 : y1 = cb2cb5c,
1+ 1+ 7 : y2 = bc2b6c,
0+ 3+ 6 : y3 = cb3cb3cb,
1+ 2+ 6 : y4 = bcbcb4cb,
0+ 4+ 5 : y5 = cb4cbcb2,
1+ 3+ 5 : y6 = bcb2cb2cb2,
2+ 2+ 5 : y7 = b2c2b3cb2,
1+ 4+ 4 : y8 = bcb3c2b3,
2+ 3+ 4 : y9 = b2cbcbcb3.
The following table shows the number of occurrences of ab and (below the second line) abc , when the letter a is inserted
into each of the 8 possible positions with respect to b. To satisfy the equations
|x|ab = 16, |x|abc = 14,
we finally try to find four columns such that the sum of the numbers in the ab-row equals 16, and that in the yi-row equals
14. The solutions are given at the end of the table.
a 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 solutions
ab 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
y1 9 7 5 4 3 2 1 0 none
y2 9 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 none
y3 9 7 5 3 2 1 0 0 1335, 2235, 2244
y4 9 6 4 3 2 1 0 0 1146, 1155, 1227
y5 9 7 5 3 1 0 0 0 0255, 1155
y6 9 6 4 2 1 0 0 0 0246, 1137, 1227
y7 9 6 3 2 1 0 0 0 0237, 1137
y8 9 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 1137
y9 9 6 3 1 0 0 0 0 none
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Many of the solutions lead to ME-equivalent words. The solution 0246 associated with y6 gives our original word w.
Of course, there are no ME-equivalent words to w. This is the only singleton class among the five ME-equivalence classes
within the M-equivalence class of w. The other four classes contain many words each and are generated, for instance, by
the following words obtained from the solutions indicated:
y3, 1335w1 = cbab2ca2b2abcb,
y4, 1155w2 = bca2bcb3a2bcb,
y5, 0255w3 = acb2ab2cbca2b2,
y6, 1137w4 = bacab2cab2cb2a.
Below we show the transformations between the five words representing the ME-equivalence classes. The sum of the
counters between any two of these words equals 0. Factors ac and ca are swapped whenever needed. Underlining indicates
the factors to be changed in the next transformation, apart from the factors ac and ca.
w = abcbabcbabcbab⇒−1 abcbabcbbacabb⇒1 acbbabbcbcaabb = w3
⇒0 cbaabbbcbaacbb⇒2 cbaabbcbbaabcb⇒−2 bcaabcbbbaabcb = w2
⇒−1 bcabacbbababcb⇒0 bcabcbaabbabcb⇒1 cbabbcaabbabcb = w1
⇒1 cbababcabbbacb⇒2 cbaabbcabbbcba⇒−3 bacabbcabbcbba = w4
The direction of any arrow can be reversed if the sign of the counter is changed. Our construction also gives the second
example needed in Lemma 3.
It is possible to construct the transformation rules corresponding to Definition 5 and Theorem 9 for bigger than ternary
alphabets. One first takes care of the smaller alphabets (for instance, {a, b, c} and {b, c, d}) and then of the additional
subword (for instance, abcd). However, such a construction becomes very involved. It remains an open problem to find
reasonably simple transformation rules between the arbitrary elements of the equivalence class CM(w).
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